Comparing Financial Personalities

The Rock
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You and the Other Financial Personalities
Financial personalities sharing similar traits are very comfortable around each other and reinforce each
other’s good or bad behaviors. Other financial personalities possess opposing traits, which can lead to
conflict or bring out the best in each other.
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Adventurers are so excited to explore the unknown
that when together with Rocks — consistent beacons
of calm — they thrive. With Rocks reining in the
impulsiveness, this pair will be able to stay focused
and creatively solve any issue. And they’ll be having
fun, to boot.
Rocks keep a level head in any situation and
Ambassadors make sure everyone has everything
they need, so together they both greatly support
each other. They can lose themselves in relationships
if they aren’t careful, but that’s sometimes they’re OK
with that.
With Architects’ detailed plans and Rocks’ calm, these
2 can be a great pair. There can be conflict if The
Rock’s calm seems flippant or uninterested to The
Architect, but with communication, they can create
the harmony they both love in a relationship.
Contrarians’ skeptical nature clashes somewhat with
the consistency of Rocks, but with Rocks’ calm that
can lead to impassioned discussions about new and
interesting topics. While these can take disappointing
turns if not handled correctly, they can also create
powerful relationships.
The balance of Rocks’ calm with Free Spirits’, well,
free spirit, creates a pair who collects interesting
experiences. While they can solve almost any outside
issue, they have a tendency not to worry about their
own, which can lead to unneeded stress and conflict.
Guardians have an intense focus for everything they
do, while Rocks’ relaxed approach can stress out a
Guardian now and again. But when together, they can
overcome their competing styles with compromise
and consistent pre-planning because both of them
enjoy a good plan.
Rocks are cool under pressure and Oases can
quickly dissect any issue, so as a pair they talk
through issues and can calmly solve them. But that’s
only if they’re aware of the need to work together.
Otherwise they risk staying in their solitude and
stumbling because they didn’t collaborate.
It’s even harder to rile up Rocks when 2 of them
are partnered up. They handle stress so well alone
that together they’re the pinnacle of cool — always
staying grounded. Though this can cause them to fall
into a rut if they don’t take time to focus on creating
new experiences.
Rocks are unflappable while Sparks never hide an
emotion. While they differ greatly, as a pair, they
can really complement each other. As long as they
communicate, Sparks cause Rocks to take chances in
the unknown and Rocks keep Sparks from dwelling in
their own emotions.
Storytellers use stress for problem-solving energy
and Rocks stay calm when surrounded by stress. So
together they’re ready for any type of stress, financial
or otherwise, just as long as they stay in close
communication and balance their approaches.

